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  Feedback from the Great Crossing of the Lofotens 

Vanessa and her partner Axel recently hiked the The Great Crossing of the Lofoten (end of September, 12 days). They are sharing some pictures and their notes that covers the entire trip in detail. If you are planning your own trip at this time of the year, you might wanna take a look. 
	 	Read more


  November 2020 

 
November, frankly, isn't the happiest month of the year, at least on this side of the hemisphere and at my latitude, except maybe for die-hard mushroom pickers and rainboot lovers (they do exist!).
If I go back far enough in my memory, the arrival of the first mandarins and especially the prospect of my birthday on the near horizon, managed to color this brown and gray month with a certain joy and exitement.
Personally, I've been living in “November” for several months now, so for me it isn’t a big change. I do not intend to display my private life here on this informative website, of which the primary goal is above all to inspire people to travel and hike in the Lofoten Islands. I still want to share a bit with you readers.
A difficult and sad period has taken place in my life, and it explains directly why for several months there hasn’t been any new content published on the website, and why the forum has not been administered correctly (some of your posts were not published, or they were, but with delay). In short words: I lost the man of my life this summer to a cruel illness from which too few unfortunately recover, regardless of their courage or will. Losing him is a disaster for me (and his nearest), but it is also a loss for a greater number of people. Indeed, he has contributed actively for making the Lofoten Islands more accessible to all nature lovers. He created a real craze for this destination for over the past 15 years. David was an excellent photographer, a professional drone pilot, a mountain guide (with all the qualities that are needed to manage a website that’s serious about hiking), a programmer in his spare time, and much more. His interventions, tallent and generosity of time through articles, photos, films… will be greatly missed on this website.
Hiking-lofoten.net has and is, as I am, experiencing an unprecedented period.
For several months now, we have all collectively entered a strange and frustrating period, in which it is no longer possible (for the obvious good of all), to move and travel as we please. Whereas we always did it without even thinking about it. The restrictions on movement are more or less complicated to deal with depending on the country you are in, and I understand that being limited to a radius within a mile of your home (France) is something extremely frustrating to experience. No one can say how long this will last. But I think it’s safe to say that even this pandemic will end and the day will come when we can get our duffel bags out and start to pack. And then, maybe traveling will have a more intense flavour than before. Maybe we will realize that we are very privileged to be able to travel at all, and that one or two beautiful trips a year (or in a lifetime!), are worth more than a frantic consumption of destinations that have “to be done » at least once in a lifetime. And for the most extrem among us, that traveling on a more exceptional basis will bring much more satisfaction than the multiplying of long weekends on the other side of the continent (or of the globe), under the sole pretext that the tickets are cheap and that we still have a few capitals to tick off the list. But it's much harder to stay still than to be in movement. I know that all too well.
Of course, my fingers are crossed that I’ll be able to return to the Lofotens (my second home) as soon as possible, hoping for next spring or summer, and I know that many of you dream of getting there for the first time too. Patience, that day will come. After autumn and winter there is always a spring! In the meantime, even if you can't fix a date, there's nothing stopping you from planning your trip and dreaming about the magnificent hikes you will one day do. New practical content will also be posted on hiking-lofoten.net during this winter and spring, so keep an eye open. I will try to live up to the work that we have already done with David so far.
I wish you the most pleasant fall possible, stay cool and put things into perspective (that's what I'm trying to do). And above all, it cannot be repeated enough: the sooner the epidemic is contained - also thanks to our responsible collective behaviour - the sooner we can regain our freedom to come and go.
 
MAGDALENA

  Finally a complete paper guidebook! 
	 Hiking the LOFOTEN ISLANDS

Start planning your trip to the Lofotens on the website (select hikes, download GPS tracks ...), and use our paper guidebook on the field!

New edition 2017

- 60 day hikes (including Værøya Island)
- 11-day trek across the archipelago
- 224 pages
- 325 color illustrations
- 89 maps
 The advantages of the guidebook:
- a format that fits in a backpack (14 x 22 cm, weight: 430g approx.)
- the descriptions are even more detailed and accurate than on the site
- easy to know were you are on the field: the hike descriptions are divided into steps (marked: A, B, C, etc.), these steps are also marked on the maps 
- the most reliable hiking guidebook on the Lofoten Islands, written by two mountain leaders that have been working and hiking for over 14 years in the archipelago
Order the book on internet ou buy it at a bookstore:

on   (shipping possible to all over Europe (except Germany) and most of the World, fixed price at: 28€)

You can also order the book on: Amazon.es (all over the world), Amazon.it (all over the world), Amazon.nl (for The Netherlands and Belgium)
If you are living in the Netherlands or in Belgium, you can also find the book on bol.com
If you are living in Germany and want to buy the English version, please contact us directly: This email address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it.
	Bookstores listed by contry
	Learn more about the guidebook


 

You have a bookshop and you would like to sell the guidebook?

  Lofoten - Virtual Tour - 2020 update 
With 100 more submits then the previous version !

New way how to discover the beauty of Lofoten is here. Over 250 panoramic photos connected into a virtual tour network will help you to plan your next hikes or revisit your old favourite destinations. Taken by Martin Kulhavy during his 5 visits to Lofoten. Over 400km hiked and 40km of elevation gained, really not an easy hobby. Please enjoy the views and feel free to send your comments or feedback to This email address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it.
  Read more: Lofoten - Virtual Tour - 2020 update 

  VÆRØYA - Pearl of the South 

Værøy Island is in the south of the archipelago, just 1 ½ hours by ferry from Moskenes, and while it’s less visited than its big sisters, it has splendid landscapes. They’re definitely worth the detour. All kinds of hikers can traverse a great part of the island on foot, whether it’s to Værøy’s rounded peaks or through its magnificent landscapes. Unlike in the rest of the archipelago, a real effort has been made here to mark out the trails and keep them in good condition. You’ll find the starting points of the hikes clearly indicated, with distance and time shown for each one. In addition to marked trails, the hikes have pretty signs placed in the different points of interest with old photos and explanations in Norwegian and English.
Discover the 7 best hikes on Værøy Island
* Værøy ferry schedule :
High Season
Low Season
Hiking-Lofoten Team

  An Athletic Trek in the South of the Lofoten Islands 

This very athletic trek combines the most beautiful summits of Moskenesøya Island into one big hike. It’s intended for people who don’t have the time to take longer treks (like the great hike across the Lofotens), but who like physical exertion in high-mountain landscapes. You should have some mountain experience and a good sense of direction, for aside from the height difference and distances you’ll have to cross, most of the hike will be off-trail, over wild, uneven terrain...


	3 to 4 jours – leave : Sørvågen / arrive : Reine
Total distance : 39km
Height difference +/- 3600m, maximum altitude 1029m
Best season : July, August and Septembre
 	Read more


  Download free maps of Norway for your Garmin® GPS! 

Frikart.no is a website that offers free downloadable maps!
Frikart.no propose both topographical hiking maps and road maps for all Norway.
Frikart maps quality is, in our opinion, as good as any other paying maps available on the market. Even better, frikart.no’s maps are on a single file that covers the entire Norway (instead of the 10 different maps files with Garmin® for example).
	 	Read more


  Flora of the Lofoten Islands 
	
Stéphane Martineau, botanist and Moutain Leader, has contributed in  various hiking, "nature" and Pyrenean fauna books. He is also the author of several publications on wild edible plants. His work has led him to hike through the Lofoten every summer since 2011. Through this article, fruit of his observations you will get the keys to understand this amazing mixture of alpine and marine vegetation, specific to the Lofoten Islands.

	Read more 


  Fauna of the Lofoten Islands 

White-tailed eagle on the lookout for fish in the Skjelfjord (photo Magdalena Brede)

View photo gallery

  Should you hike to Reinebringen ? 

Every summer many climbers tackle the climb up Reinebringen on the island of Moskenesøya in the Lofoten archipelago. Many users of this site have asked us why we don’t mention this itinerary in the “Hikes” section. Here is our answer.
First of all, we do not consider the climb to the Reinebringen pass to be a hike a such. It is a very steep climb for roughly 1km leading to a small pass with a breathtaking view over the village and fjord of Reine.
Even though we don’t ignore such beautiful viewpoints and don’t baulk at climbing steep slopes to reach them, we don’t think this climb is worth the effort for the following reasons:
First of all, there are mountains nearby that have panoramic views that are just as impressive not only from the top but throughout the climb. In our opinion the Helvete hike to the top of Veinestinden is much more interesting than the Reinebringen hike! The same is true of Brunakseltinden or Munkan, for example.
The terrain to reach Reinebrigen is getting more and more dangerous. Each year the “track” deteriorates due to the large number of people hiking in an environment that is totally unsuitable. As a result the terrain, which is extremely steep, has become crumbly and ravines have formed. In many places only a few steeply sloping slabs remain that are very dangerous when the ground is wet. On this particularly steep track that is very demanding in places, some “hikers” have created new parallel tracks wherever they consider the previous track too worn out! The mountain side, which has been completely churned up by hikers, is gradually becoming a series of furrows that will encourage landslides and falling rocks. There are rumours that the Moskenes town council intend to develop the path, but so far nothing has been done. 
While we are on the subject, we would like to remind you, and this applies to all hikes in the Lofoten islands, that in order to minimise the impact of hiking in this wilderness you must stick to any tracks that exist.
It is for these reasons, even though we fully understand the pride the locals must feel when they direct summer tourists to the viewpoint, that we do not consider this hike to be vital. For those who nevertheless feel they would like to tackle this climb, the GPX route is available on our website.
The Rando-Lofoten team

  The great crossing of the Lofoten Islands 

Since Rando-Lofoten was founded, a certain number of visitors have told us they would be interested in a trekking itinerary that crosses the archipelago from one end to the other. Crossing a region from north to south or east to west often enables travellers to set themselves a goal when faced with the unknown. But over and above the physical or psychological challenge we believe it is important to remember that hiking is above all about discovery and enjoyment.
In drawing up the following itinerary we gave ourselves the following goals:
	To avoid missing the most iconic places on the islands
	To avoid tarmacked sections of road wherever possible
	To hike as often as possible within easy reach of supply points (shops, petrol stations) to avoid having to carry an enormous rucksack!

Lastly, this itinerary is not the only possible one. Many of the hikes on the Rando-Lofoten site do not lie directly on the route of this crossing but are easily accessible if you branch off, provided you have the time and inclination. 
The duration/distance of the stages we propose here is only a suggestion based on a reasonable level of fitness and decent weather, but it may be adapted to your own criteria. If you decide to camp you can pitch your tent virtually anywhere on the islands, provided of course that you comply with the regulations in force. Although water supplies are to be found everywhere at all stages, you will find relatively few food stores on the route. We have made a note of all the food supply points on this itinerary (shops, restaurants, petrol stations) that existed in 2014. To avoid disappointment, once you get there you should, however, check the opening times of these supply points when you leave each stage for the next...
	Trekking in the Lofoten from north to south in 11 days
Detailed description of the "the great crossing of the Lofoten Islands"
(160 km distance and 9,193 m uphill)
 	Read more


  Northern Lights in the Lofoten 

Thanks to Martin Kulhavy for his fantastic Northern light pictures (see more pictures from the same author)
Find the answers to your questions in our new Northern light article
	What is the best period to watch Northern light in the Lofoten Islands?
	Real time aurora forecast map (NOAA - Ovation prime model)
	What is the Kp index?
	Useful links
	Northern light pictures


  Slaughtering the Golden Eagle in Norway 

Photo: Kjetil Schjølberg
Leg of Lamb or Biodiversity?
We recently came across an article by the Norwegian Ornithological Federation (NOF) reproduced by the local Lofoten federation (Lofoten Lokallag) and it seemed important to share it with you here.
According to this article, the Norwegian parliament, under pressure from the lobby of sheep farmers and reindeer herders, is about to authorize hunting the golden eagle—a protected species everywhere in Europe and the rest of the world. 
Read more

  Videos of the Lofoten Islands 


Discover our new video gallery of the Lofoten Islands

  Renan has shared a video of his trek 


Hiking fans and fishing enthusiasts! I wish to share this video with you.
The video summarizes what I would call a Fishing Trek that stretches between step 6 and 10 of the “Great crossing of the Archipelago” proposed on this website. We travelled in late July / early August 2016, and since we had only 10 days of vacation, we privileged the last part of the “Great crossing of the Archipelago” (the most beautiful and the one that seemed most suitable for fishing).
We also decided to cut the stages of the trek in two:
1) to be able to walk more "tranquillo"
2) to bivouac on the water's edge and allow us enough daily fishing time
Between salt and fresh water the spots are plenty and the fish abound!! This trip was magical! : Lol:
Your website is really great and it's thanks to you that we could organize this trip so easily.
Don’t hesitate if you have any questions about the trek, I will be happy to answer.
(text above translated from French by Hiking-Lofoten)

  Fantastic Lofoten island by Alex 


Alex "Rudankort" Shargin is a long-time enthusiast of Norwegian arctic islands. After first visiting Lofoten in winter 2010 he fell in love with the region and returned many times since. "Cloud Symphony" is his attempt to show the exceptional beauty of Lofoten using cool new technologies like time-lapses and aerial footage shot from drones. Most of the sequences were recorded between sunset and sunrise when the light is most spectacular and all tourists are asleep. BTW, a great way to explore Lofoten in high season!  You can see more photos from Alex and follow his future projects here.

  Hikers Feedback 
The Lofoten archipelago from North to South in 9 days
Here then is an initial description of the route and my immediate overall impressions. Without saying any more before I give a complete account of the crossing, which will be uploaded shortly, I’d like to give anyone considering venturing in the Lofoten Islands a few essential items of information, in no particular order: the characteristics of the terrain and their impact, the unpredictable nature of the trails, vital requirements for such a crossing, a few tips and, of course, a few of the aspects that made the greatest impression on my journey...
Read more 
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Advertisment

Planning your hiking trip to the Lofoten Islands? 
Don't wait to be on site, and get them online at the "Maps Company", our official partner.
 Maps Company is selling travel and hiking maps for all over the planet. The products are shiped within 24 hours, all over the world. They offer over 17,000 travel and hiking maps (over 200 countries).
To order hiking maps for the Lofotens, click here









Connection

In order to access certain services available on our site, (participation in forums, access to hiking sheets) you must register.
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Boat Shuttle

Reine/Vindstad/Kjerkfjord

If you want to go from Forsfjord power station to Vindstad (or vice versa), and you don’t want to rely on the boat shuttle MS Fjordkyss, it is now possible to do it by foot.
We provide GPX track, map and the description (in french only) for the section connecting Vindstad to Forsfjord. This new possibility is particularly interesting for hikers engaged in the great crossing of the Lofoten Islands trek.




Our tips

Where to sleep, eat, drink and more in the Lofoten Islands
As we are not a tourist office, we will only publish recommandations for places we think are hikers and backpackers friendly and that we have tested AND appreciated. This section will get more stuff as we go along.




 Who is online ?

We have 645 guests and one member online
	 Keithboict 

 
 
 
Lofoten Webcams

Updated every 40min
	North of the archipellago

	
	Laukvik
	
	Brotoy: E Raftsundet
	
	Kabelvag: Ip kamera skistua, kongstind
	
	Henningsvær - Austvågøya
	Center of the archipellago

	
	Steine: F Hagskaret (Retning Stamsund)
	
	Ballstad: havn i Lofoten, Vestvågøy, Nordland
	South of the archipellago

	
	E10 Kåkernbrua - Moskenesøya
	
	Vindstad: E Akkarvika





Forum's latest posts

	 Hopital / Urgences / Medecin généraliste  
	 Lofoten en février en autonomie  
	 Besoin de précision pour les randonnées proposées 
	 Randonnée 10 jours été 2019 
	 Lecture de carte 
	 Ferry de Bodo à Svolvaer 1h après atterrissage.... !  
	 Hiking during the dark period 
	 Traversée des Lofoten, sens préférentiel? 
	 Fishing on Moskenes 
	 Reinebringen and Helvete (Veinestinden)  
	 Cash required on the "grande traversée" 
	 Detailed Guide on Hiking in Lofoten 
	 Ferry to Vinstad timetable 2020 
	 Flying to Lofoten 
	 Private boats for hire to get to Hellsegga 
	 Balade avec un enfant de 6 ans 
	 étape 3 : Svolvaer - Kleppstad (Grande traversée) 
	 Randonnées durant la nuit polaire 
	 Quelles randonnées choisir ? 
	 COVID-19 
	 Randonnées en octobre 
	 One way hike - How to get back ? (bus, hitchhiking) 
	 randonnee ce mois d'octobre 
	 Å to Helsegga 
	 Livre - Plan des randonnées 
	 Current snow conditions 
	 Grande Traversée - Fjord de Kjerk-Fjorden - éviter le bateau ?  
	 Munken vs Veinestinden 
	 Sea Kayaking trip in Lofoten Islands 
	 Forums either not working properly for me, or been hacked? 
	 Rallier Munkan depuis Veinestinden (ligne de crêtes ?) 
	 Access denied to Munkebu hut: the illegal, discriminating policy held by the Turlag Lofoten and by the Reine InfoPoint 
	 Veinstinden (& Reinebringen = loop)  
	 Buvagen back to A 
	 proposition de trek autour de Moskenes 
	 Hermannsdalstinden in June 2020 
	 Top 10 peaks 
	 Quelques randonnées aux Lofoten 
	 Best hiking in August 
	 Consigne aéroport de BODO 

 
 
 
 
Latest news

 Visitor statistics
161,424 users, 24,000 subscribers and over 1,500,000 pages viewed in 2018!
To find out more about all the Rando-Lofoten visitor statistics with accurate data from Google Analytics, click here. 
 Increasingly accurate maps!   
The Day Walks section has been improved thanks to the work of Frank Ingermann and the fantastic vector map background of Norgeskart.no (Norwegian Mapping Authority - Karverket). Hiking-Lofoten offers hiking guides that are getting ever more accurate and professional. Come and find out about them!

  
Download the official Lofoten Islands maps
    
Lofoten Islands maps, scale 1:50 000 (UMT33)  download them for free on hiking-lofoten!Maps from the Norwegian National Institute of Cartography (Kartverket) are available in high definition (Tiff) on a set of ten maps.  Essential to prepare your hikes in the Lofoten Islands...
 
Northern lights forecast
    
Discover aurora forecast for Lofoten islands, thanks to NOAA POES satelitte from the "National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration"
GPS routes
	The GPS hiking routes are finally available as free downloads from the Hikes section!
	Discover eight new routes in the Lofoten Islands with detailed Topos from Rando-Lofoten.

Day Length in the Lofoten  
The Lofoten archipelago is located above the Arctic Circle, the result of this situation is a period of permanent days in summer and at the opposite a period of permanent night in winter (polar night).
To organize properly your trips and expedition in this region, it is important to take this phenomenon into account due to the high latitude. Discover our sunset/sunrise calendar









Copyright 
Any representation whether total or partial of this site or content (general structure, texts, sound, logos, images whether animated or otherwise), by any method whatsoever, without the authors express prior approval is prohibited and constitutes infringement sanctioned by the Intellectual Property Code. The GPX tracks that can be downloaded on this website, bellong to hiking-lofoten and is for a private use only (not for commercial use). In order to reproduce the tracks in any form or on any medium (paper, digital, website, etc.), we ask you to mention the following (under or on the map): GPX track © hiking-lofoten.net
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